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THE HISTORY OF ZENO'S ARGUMENTS ON MOTION: 

PHASES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY OF LIMITS. 

V. 

By FLORIAN CAJORI, Colorado College. 

5. BAYLE, LEIBNIZ AND OTHER CONTINENTAL WRITERS. 

Speculations by Pierre Bayle. An unusually elaborate, detailed, and critical 
discussion of Zeno's arguments and Aristotle's refutations is given by Pierre 
Bayle in the article "Zenon d'Elee," printed in his Dictionnaire historique et 
critique, 1696. Our quotations are from the English translation of the dictionary, 
brought out in 1710 in London. Bayle was a noted French skeptical philosopher; 
his article on Zeno has been widely quoted. He begins with observations on the 
"Arrow." Every one admits, he says, that two bodies cannot be in the same 
place at the same time; that "two parts of Time cannot exist together" is a 
theorem which "requires a little more reflection in order to apprehend it." 
Bayle continues: 

"I will render it more obvious by an Instance. I say then that what suits Monday and 
Tuesday with respect to succession, suits every portion of Time whatsoever. Since then it is 
impossible for Monday and Tuesday to exist together, and that of necessity Monday must cease 
to be before Tuesday begins to be, there is no part of time whatsoever, which can co-exist with 
another; each must-exist alone; each must begin to be, when the precedent ceaseth to be; and each 
must cease to be before the following can begin to exist. From whence it follows, that Time is 
not divisible in infinitum, and that the successive duration of things is composed of Moments, 
properly so called, each of which is simple and indivisible, perfectly distinct from time past and 
future, and contains no more than the present time. Those who deny this Consequence, must be 
given up to their Stupidity, or their want of Sincerity, or the insurmountable power of their 
prejudices. But if you once grant that the present time is indivisible, you will be unavoidably 
obliged to admit Zeno's Objection. You cannot find an instant when the Arrow leaves its place; 
for if you find one, it will be at the same time in that place, and yet not there. Aristotle contents 
himself with answering, that Zeno very falsely supposes the indivisibility of Moments." 

This is Bayle's singular argument by which he tries to show that time is 
composed of a finite number of indivisible.parts, and that, in consequence of 
this property of time, the difficulties of Zeno's argument that the arrow does not 
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110 ZENO S ARGUMENTS ON MOTION 

move, are satisfactorily removed. The heat displayed by Bayle at the close 
leads one to surmise that he himself had encountered opposition to his own 
explanation. 

While Bayle denied the infinite divisibility of time, he admitted the infinite 
divisibility of space. He gives Zeno's argument in the "Dichotomy" and then 
says against Aristotle: 

"To this Aristotle makes a wretched Answer: He sayth that a foot of matter being no other- 
wise infinite than in Power, may very well be run through in a finite time. . . . You have here 
two Particulars: 1. That each part of Time is divisible in infinitum; which is invincibly refuted 
above. 2. That a Body is only Infinite in Power. Which signifies that the Infinity of a Foot 
of Matter, consists in that it may be divided without end into smaller parts, but not in its being 
actually susceptible of that division. To urge this is to impose on the World; for if Matter is 
divisible in infinitum, it actually contains an infinite number of parts, and is not therefore an 
infinite in Power, but an Infinite which really and actually exists. . . . Don't Aristotle and his 
Followers assert, that an Hour contains an infinity of parts? Wherefore when it is past, it must 
be owned that an infinity of parts did actually exist one after another. Is this a virtual, and 
not an actual infinity? Let us then say that this Distinction is null, and that Zeno's Observation 
remains in full force. . . . Let us content our selves in this place with observing, that the sub- 
terfuge of the Infinity of the Parts of Time is null; for if there were in an Hour an infinity of Parts, 
it could never either begin or end." 

What Bayle says in criticism of Aristotle has considerable force; what he 
says by way of a constructive argument-accepting the infinite divisibility of 
space, but denying it for time-fails to convince. Bayle says but little on 
"Achilles" but makes extensive, though uninteresting; remarks on the "Stade." 

After this preliminary survey of Zeno and Aristotle, Bayle starts out anew, 
stating that Zeno very probably alleged other arguments which were perhaps the 
same as those he himself was about to mention, "some of which oppose the 
existence of Extension, and seem much stronger than all the Reasons which the 
Cartesians can allege." He continues: 

"I am apt to think that those who would revive Zeno's Opinion, ought to argue thus. 1. There 
is no Extension, therefore there is no Motion. The Consequence is good, for what hath no Ex- 
tension takes up no room, and what takes up no room cannot possibly pass from one place to 
another, nor consequently move. This is incontestable: The difficulty is then to prove that there 
is no Extension. Zeno might have argued thus. Extension cannot be composed of Mathematical 
Points, Atoms, or Parts divisible in infinitum; therefore its Existence is impossible. . . . A few 
Words shall suffice as to Mathematical Points; for . . . several nullities of Extension joined 
together will never make an Extension. Consult the first Body of Scholastical Philosophy that 
comes to hand, and you will find the most convincing Reasons in the World, supported by mnany 
Geometrical Demonstrations against the existence of these Points." 

After this appeal to scholastic philosophy on the impossibility of a continuum 
made up of points, Bayle argues against the extended indivisible particles, called 
Epicurean atoms; their indivisibility is "chimerical," as each atom has a right 
side and a left side. Divisibility in infinitum leads him to the following caustic 
observations: 

"The divisibility to in infinitum is an Hypothesis embraced by Aristotle, and almost all the 
Professors of Philosophy, in all Universities for several Ages. Not that they comprehend it, or 
can answer the Objections it is liable to; but because having clearly apprehended the impossibility 
of either Mathematical or Physical Points, they found no other side but this to take. Besides, 
this Hypothesis affords great Conveniences: For when their Distinctions are exhausted, without 
being able to render this Doctrine comprehensible, they shelter themselves in the nature of the 
Subject, and allege, that our Understandings being limited, none ought to be surprized that they 
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cannot resolve what relates to Infinity, and that it is essential to such a Continuity to be liable 
to such Difficulties as are insurmountable by Humane Nature. . To be convinced of their 
weakness, it is enough to remember that the strongest of them [the three hypotheses, points, 
atoms, parts infinitely divisible], that which best disputes the ground, is the Hypothesis of the 
divisibility to in infinitum. The Schoolmen have armed it from head to foot with all the Dis- 
tinctions which their great leisure would allow them to invent: But all this only serves to afford 
their Scholars Matter for talk upon a public Disputation, that their Relations may not suffer 
the Disgrace of seeing them mute. And accordingly a Father or a Brother go away better satis- 
fy'd, when the Scholar distinguishes betwixt a Categorematical Infinite, and a Syncategorematical 
one . . . than if he should answer nothing. It was therefore necessary for the Professors to 
invent a sorte of Jargon; but all the pains which they have taken, will never be able to obscure 
this Notion which is as clear and evident as the Sun: An infinite number of Parts of Extension, each 
of which is extended, and distinct from all others, as well with respect to its Entity, as the room is taken 
up, cannot be contained in a Space One hundred Millions of times less than the Hundred Thousandth 
part of a Barly Corn." 

That Bayle was thinking more of external realities than pure concepts of 
the human mind appears from the following quotation: 

"What the Mathematicians acknowledge with respect to Lines and Superficies, with which 
they demonstrate so many excellent things, must be owned to be true of Bodies. They honestly 
own that length and breadth without depth, are things which cannot possibly exist anywhere 
but in our Imagination. As much may be said of the three Dimensions. They cannot find any 
room any where besides in our Minds; nor can they exist any other way than Notionally. . . 2' 

The demonstrations which have been given to show infinite divisibility are 
interpreted by Bayle as really proving that extension does not exist. 

"In the 1. place I observe that some of these Demonstrations are made use of against those 
who affirm that Matter is composed of Mathematical Points. It is objected to them, that the 
Sides of a Square would be equal to the Diagonal, and that amongst concentrical Circles, the 
least would be equal to the largest. This Consequence is proved by making it appear that the 
right Lines which may be drawn from one of the sides of a Square to another will fill the Diagonal, 
and that all the right Lines which may be drawn from the Circumference of the largest Circle, 
will find room in the smallest Circumference. . . . In the 2. place I affirm that it being very true 
that if Circles did exist, as many right lines might be drawn from the Circumference, to the Center, 
as there are parts in the Circumference, it follows that the existence of a Circle is impossible. 
I assure myself that it will be allowed me that every Being which cannot exist, without containing 
properties which cannot exist, is impossible: But a round Extension cannot exist, without having 
a Center, in which as many right Lines as there are parts in the Circumference meet; and it is 
certain that such a Center cannot exist; It must then be owned that the Existence of this round 
Extension is impossible." 

Further indication of the difficulties encountered in the effort to construct a. 
non-contradictory continuum is exhibited in the following passage by Bayle: 

"4. ..a Body in motion, rolling in a sloping Table, could never fall off the said Table; for 
before it falls, it must of necessity touch the last part of the Table. And how will it touch that, 
since all those parts which you will take for the last, contain an Infinity of parts, and an infinite 
Number hath no part which can be last? This Objection obliged some Scholastic Philosophers to 
suppose that Nature hath intermixed Mathematical Points with the parts divisible in infinitum, 
to the end that they may serve to connect them, and compose 'the extremities of Bodies." 

And in conclusion Bayle says: 
"Thus . . . we may suppose our Zeno of Elea to have opposed Motion. I will not aver 

that his Reasons persuaded him that nothing moved. . . . If I should judge of him by my self, 
I should affirm that he as well as others believed the motion of Extension; for tho' I find my self 
very incapable of solving all the difficulties which we have just now seen . . . I am persuaded 
that the exposition of these Arguments may be of great use with respect to Religion. . . The 
advantage which may be drawn from these speculations is not merely to acquire this sort of 
Knowledge, which in itself is very barren; but to learn to know the bounds of our understanding." 
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Bayle tells also of the Sophist Diodorus who lectured against the existence 
of motion.' Having put his shoulder out of joint, he went to a physician to 
have it set. How? said the Doctor. Your Shoulder dislocated! That cannot be; 
for, if it moved, it did so either in the place where it was, or in the place where 
it was not. But it did not move either in the place where it was, or in the place 
where it was not, for it could neither act nor suffer in the place where it was not. 

Bayle's article, though by far the fullest di'scussion of Zeno given up to that 
time, is not an illuminating contribution. It is prepared without much co- 
ordination. At first he refers approvingly to the infinite divisibility of space, 
later he speaks sneeringly of the advocates of that view. No mention is made 
of the important work of Gregory St. Vincent. Bayle's general attitude in his 
article is that of a skeptic. 

Views of Leibniz. About the time when Bayle prepared his article, Leibniz 
touched upon the "Achilles" in his correspondence with the French philosopher 
Foucher. We may premise that lack of space prevents us from attempting a 
systematic exposition of Leibniz's infinitesimals and their use in his calculus. 
Like Newton, Leibniz changed his point of view on some fundamental concepts 
of mathematics, as the years rolled on. This change of base cannot be brought 
as a charge against either of them. They were encountering most subtle prob- 
lems, in many different fields of inquiry; their ideas were in a state of flux. It is 
owing to this circumstance, as Vivanti has pointed out,2 that different authors 
have attributed to Leibniz opposite views and each was able to fortify his con- 
tention by direct quotation. Thus Wolf, Achard, Gerdil, and Mansion denied 
that Leibniz admitted the existence of infinitesimals different from zero; Grandi 
claimed the opposite; Cohen and Lasswitz attributed to him the concept of the 
intensive infinitesimal, that is, an infinitesimal considered as the generator of 
finite magnitude, though itself without magnitude. In March, 1693, Foucher 
wrote Leibniz a letter in which he asks for information, how Leibniz could con- 
sistently admit divisibles and also indivisibles, and dwells upon the difficulties 
offered by the various alternatives: indivisible instants corresponding to divisible 
dots (points), or divisible instants corresponding to indivisible dots, or divisible 
instants corresponding to divisible dots. In the case of the last alternative, 
"on ne pourra resoudre la difficulte des Sceptiques, ni montrer comment Achille 
doit aller plus vite qu'une tortue."3 To this Leibniz replies4 that twenty years 
previously he had written two discourses on motion which may contain some 
things of value but which contain passages on which he considers himself now 
better informed, "et entre autres, je m'explique tout autrement aujourdhuy 

1 Sextus Empiricus, lib. 2, c. 22. 
2 Giulio Vivanti, "11 concetto d'infinitesimo e la sua applicazione alla matematica. Saggio 

storico," Giornale di matematiche di Battaglini, Vol. 38 e 39, Estratto, Napoli, 1901, p. 11. This 
research is a most valuable one, containing extensive quotations from a large number of original 
sources many of which are difficult of access. 

3Die philosophischen Schriften von Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, herausgegeben v. C. I. Gerhardt, 
Bd. I, Berlin, 1875, p. 411. 

4Loc. cit., p. 415. 
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sur les indivisibles. C'estoit l'essay d'un jeune homme qui n'avoit pas ancor 
approfondi les mathematiques." Later passages in this letter are of interest in 
the light of recent concepts of the atom, as well as in the light of the modern 
theory of the continuum: 

"Quand aux indivisibles, lorsqu'ou entend por IA les simples extremit6s du temps ou de la 
ligne, ou n'y sqauroit concevoir de nouvelles extremites ny des parties actuelles ny potentielles. 
Ainsi les points ne sont ny gros ny petits, et il ne faut point de saut pour les passer. Cependant 
le continu, quoy qu'il ait partout de tels indivisibles, n'en est point compose, comme il semble que 
les objections de Sceptiques le supposent, qui, A mon avis, n'ont rien d'insurmontable, comme on 
trouvera en les redigeant en forme. Le pere Gregoire de S. Vincent a fort bien montre par le 
calcul m6me de la divisibilite A infini, l'endroit oiu Achille doit attraper la tortue qui le devance, 
selon la proportion des vitesses. Ainsi la Geometrie sert A dissiper ces difficult6s apparentes. 
Je suis tellement pour l'infini actuel, qu'au lieu d'admettre que la nature l'abhorre, comme l'on 
dit, vulgairement, je tiens qu'elle l'affecte partout, pour mieux marquer les perfections de son 
auteur. Ainsi je crois qu'il n'y a aucune partie de la matiere qui ne soit, je ne dis pas divisible, 
mais actuellement divis6e, et par consequent, la moindre particelle doit estre consider6e comme 
monde plein d'une infinit6 de creatures differentes." 

It is interesting to observe that Leibniz's comment on Gregory St. Vincent's 
explanation of the "Achilles" was favorable, as were all comments of that time 
with which we are familiar. It was a time when a circle was quite generally 
looked upon as a polygon with an infinite number of sides; hence, no ultra refine- 
ments should be expected. Worthy of notice is a passage in a letter of Leibniz' 
to John Bernoulli I, dated Aug. 22, 1698, in which Leibniz declares that Burcher 
de Volder, and Gregory St. Vincent before him, rejected the axiom that the whole 
is greater than its part when it applied to infinity. Volder was a man of promi- 
nence in the Netherlands, as appears from the fact that he was selected to edit 
the works of Huygens. Leibniz could not agree with the Dutch scientists and 
called their views absurd. It is interesting to see how this idea of the whole 
not being greater than certain of its parts, so clearly brought out by Galileo for 
infinite aggregates, every now and then forced itself upon the attention of men 
pondering on the subject of infinity. The Spaniard, Juan Andres,2 quotes with 
approval from Christian Wolff's widely used book, Elementa matheseos universae 
(Arth. num. 86), a proof of the theorem that "the whole is greater than its part." 
On the other hand, the opposite view, held in the seventeenth century (as we 
have seen) by Galileo and Volder, found utterance in the eighteenth century in a 
book by Johann Schultz.3 

Some Eighteenth Century Discussion. While considerable discussion took 
place on Zeno's arguments in the seventeenth century, by writers like Biancani, 
Gregory St. Vincent, Peter Bayle, Descartes, and Leibniz, comparatively little 
was said on this subject during the eighteenth century. There was tremendous 
activity during the eighteenth century in the fuller development of the differential 
and integral calculus and its applications. With it came a more systematic 

1 Got. Gul. Leibnitii et Johan. Bernoullii Commercium Philosophicum et mathematicum, T. 
1, Lausannae et Genevle, 1745, pp. 389, 397. 

2 Juan Andres, De studiis philosophicis et matematicis, Matriti, 1789. 
3 J. Schultz, Versuch einer genauen Theorie des Unendlichen, K6nigsberg und Leipzig, 1778, 

p. 87. 
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development of the theory of limits, but that development was not such as to 
really throw much new light upon infinite divisibility or the ability of variables 
to reach their limits. Much might be said on discussions of the infinite, but we 
shall confine our attention to views that bear more directly upon the subject of 
our inquiry. 

The Italian philosopher and philologist, Jacopo Facciolati, of Padua, wrote 
upon the "Achilles" in Acroases dialecticae, Venetiis, 1750. As reported by 
Hoffbauer,1 Facciolati makes an assumption, in accordance with which the 
tortoise is never caught, though Zeno's alleged contention that the swifter can- 
not catch the slower is not established thereby. Suppose a, b, c, d, . . . are 
points on a line, such that the distance bc is one-tenth the preceding distance ab, 
etc. The extra assumption was to the effect that both Achilles and the tortoise 
made stops at the points a, b, c, . . . so that the time of transit from one letter 
to the next did not fall below a certain minimum. This solution of the puzzle 
can hardly be ranked as a real advance. More searching was Father Gerdil 
(1718-1802) of Turin who ranked high as a professor and philosopher, and was 
finally given a cardinal's hat. In his article, De l'infini absolu considere dans la 
Grandeur,2 he quotes from an article by the French professor of mathematics and 
philosophy, l'abbe Deidier (1696-about 1746), who said that Zeno's conclusion is 
absurd, except on two suppositions: the first is that Achilles took an infinite 
number of steps to cover the first league, in which case he never reached his goal; 
the second is that when he passed - of the previous distance, his steps also 
became ten times shorter, so that he could not reach the tortoise. As both of 
these suppositions are ridiculous and impossible, it follows that Zeno's argument 
is a mere sophism. If some one objects by saying that Achilles must travel 9 
of a league, which he cannot do since he has to pass through an infinite pro- 
gression 1 1 .., I reply that this 'is a sophism as simple as the first, for 
Achilles continually travels at a uniform rate. 

Father Gerdil endorses abbe Deidier's views. He himself points out that, 
if the tortoise has at starting the lead of 1 league, it travels a distance x before 
it is caught, where x is determined by lOx = 1 + x. His mode of solving the 
"Achilles" consists in avoiding the summation of an infinite progression by 
addition of its terms, and in determining by one stroke the value represented by 
that progression. An infinite progression has no last term, yet says he, the 
number of terms does not constitute an actual infinity. His argument against 
the possibility of an actual infinity carried great weight with Cauchy.3 

Passing to Germany we meet first with a philosophical publication by Johann 
1 J. S. Ersch und J. G. Gruber, AUg. EncyclopaLdie der Wissensch. u. Ktunste, Leipzig, 1818, 

Art. "Achilles." 
2 Melanges de philosophie et de mathematique de la Societe Royale de Turin, 1760-1761, Suppl., 

p. 1. Georg Cantor gives also the following article by Gerdil: "Essai d'une d6monstration 
math6matique contre l'existence 6ternelle de la matiere et du mouvement, d6duite de l'impossi- 
bilit6 demontr6e d'une suite actuellement infinie de termes, soit permanents, soit successifs," 
Opere edite et inedite del cardinale Giacinto Sigismondo Gerdil, T. IV, p. 261, Rome, 1806. 

3 See Georg Cantor, "Ueber die versehiedenen Standpunkte in Bezug auf das actuale Unend- 
iche," Zeitsch. f. Philos. u. Philos. Kritik, Bd. 88, p. 224. 
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Gottlieb Waldin,l professor of mathematics at Marburg, who declares Zeno's 
proofs invalid, because Zeno assumes the existence of motion, the very thing in 
dispute. 

THE IDENTICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DIRECTION COSINES 
OF ONE OBLIQUE COORDINATE SYSTEM REFERRED TO 

ANOTHER OBLIQUE SYSTEM. 

By HENRY D. THOMPSON. 
I. Introduction. 

If Oxyz, Ox'y'z' are any two oblique coordinate systems, then connecting the 
cosines of the fifteen angles between the six lines there are identical relations of 
the fourth degree which are simple and which are the exact counterpart of the 
well known twenty-two relations between two orthogonal systems. Relations for 
the oblique case have been given; for example, by Grunert2 and by Sturm,3 but 
some of these are of a degree higher than the fourth, and they are not always so 
easy to use as the orthogonal relations. In the American Journal of Mathematics, 
Vol. XXXV, p. 427, it has been proved that the so called Lame and Gauss equa- 
tions in the theory of surfaces are special cases of equations holding for oblique 
triple systems of surfaces. In the same way, in all the cases tried, it has been found 
that, by the use of the identical relation between two sets of four directions in 
space, all the usual orthogonal relations can be generalized and the corresponding 
formulas for the oblique cases can be obtained. This method will be employed 
here to obtain also the simple relations between oblique coordinate systems. 

Let Oxoyozo be an orthogonal system. Define the (direction) cosines of the 
angles between the various lines of Oxyz, Ox'y'z', Oxoyozo by the following schemes, 
Cii = -= 1, c = cji ' = 1, cij' = Cji', 

CI x y z C' I x' y' z' D jx' y' z' A lxo Yo zo A'l Ixo Yo Zo, 

X CII C12 C13 X Cll C12' C131 X 11 mI nli x 1 Xi 1 p1 Xi x1i iLl' vit 

y C21 C22 C23 y' C21' C22' C23' Y 12 M2 n2 Y X2 2P 2 YI Y' 2 IL21 V2f 
Z C31 C32 C33 ZI C31' C32' C33' Z 13 13 n3 Z X3 /L3 V3 zI X3 I /3 V3f 

Call the corresponding five determinants C, C', D, A, A', and represent each 
cofactor in these determinants by the capital letter and the subscripts of the cor- 
responding element. Since 'X2 + /-tj2 + V'2 = ci, X%Xj + luJiuj + vivj = cij, etc., 
i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3; direct multiplication gives that A2 = C, A'2 C', and 
A * A' = D, or D = C'C'. 

In the orthogonal case, only the elements of D appear, and in accordance with 

1 J. G. Waldin, Erste Grunde der allgemeinen und besondern Vernunftlehre, Marburg, 1782, 
p. 26. Our information about Waldin is drawn from a history of Zeno's arguments by Eduard 
Wellmann, entitled "Zenos Beweise gegen die Bewegung und ihre Widerlegungen," in Programm 
des Friedrichs-Gymnasiums zu Frankfurt A. O., far das Schuljahr 1869-1870. Frankfurt A. 0. 
1870. p. 14. 

2Arch. d. Math., 34, p. 142 and fol. 
3 Arch. d. Math., 3te R., 22, p. 327. 
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